HULL CLEANER
Cleaner & Descaler

H8eraide’s high performance Hull Cleaner is the most powerful cleaner of its type yet remains the safest for your boat and the environment. Other leading brands require you to scrape barnacles before application causing scratches and gouges to your boat's surface. H8eraide’s Hull Cleaner is so effective that even the toughest barnacles begin to dissolve on contact.

DIRECTIONS FOR USE
This product comes ready to use. Rinse surface. Apply product and let stand for 15 minutes. Then proceed to agitate with a clean brush. Rinse with fresh water. Repeat steps as needed.

DILUTION RATIO
RTU

INGREDIENTS
For ingredient disclosure email info@h8eraide.com

HAZARD STATEMENT
May be harmful if swallowed. May cause mild skin irritation. May cause eye irritation.

SIGNAL WORD
Warning

PRECAUTIONARY STATEMENTS
Keep container tightly closed. Do not eat or drink while using this product. Wash hands thoroughly after handling. Avoid strong oxidizers. Dispose in the accordance with local, regional, federal or international regulations as specified.

H8eraide LLC.
3320 NE Sugarhill Ave. Jensen Beach, FL 34957
(844)-H8-4-CNCR - www.h8eraide.com
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www.H8Cancer.org

Net 1 US Gallons